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ABSTRACT 
The main theorem of this memorandum gives necessary and sufficient condi- 
tions for an infinite family of sets with only finitely many infinite members to have 
a transversal. We also show that the existence of a transversal of an infinite 
family of sets with only countably many infinite members i equivalent to the 
existence of a function from the subsets of the index set of the family to the 
cardinal numbers having certain properties. 
In the introduction we state the most important known results in this area. 
The final section contains two examples that illustrate the difficulties encountered 
in attempting to generalize the result we have obtained. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let /and  E be sets. For each i ~/ le t  Ai be a subset of E. By a transversal 
of the family A = {Ai}i~1 we mean a set F C_ E such that there is a 1-1 
function f from I onto F with the property that f ( i )  ~ Ai for each i ~ L 
If  J _C L then by a transversal of J in A we mean a set F _C E such that there 
is a 1-1 function f from J onto F with f( i )  E Ai for each i ~ J. Necessary 
and sufficient conditions for a finite family of sets to have a transversal 
are given by the following theorem of Phillip Hall  [4]. To simplify our 
notation we set A(T)  = O~TA~ whenever A = {Ai}~i s a family of sets 
and T C L We denote by I S I the cardinal number of a set S. 
* This research was supported by the United States Air Force under Project RAND-- 
Contract F44620-67-C-0045--monitored by the Directorate of Operational Require- 
ments and Development Plans, Deputy Chief of Staff, Research and Development, Hq 
USAF. Views and conclusions expressed are the primary responsibility of the author, 
and should not be interpreted as representing the official opinion or policy of the 
United States Air Force or of The RAND Corporation. 
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THEOREM (P. Hall). Let A = {Ai}i~1 be a finite family of  subsets of  a 
set E. Then A has a transversal i f  and only i f  
(1.1) for  each set TC  I, I TF ~ I A(T)I. 
In [3] Marshall Hall obtained necessary and sufficient conditions for 
an arbitrary family of finite sets to have a transversal. 
THEOREM (M. Hall). Let /1 = {t l i} i~ I be a family o f  finite subsets 
of  a set E. Then A has a transversal i f  and only i f  
(1.2) for  each finite set TC  I, ] T I  <~ I A(T)I. 
M. Hall's theorem was further extended to cover families containing 
at most one infinite member by Rado in [5]. 
THEOREM (Rado). Let A = {Ai}i~z be a family of  subsets of  a set E. 
Suppose that there is an i ~ I such that Aj  is finite for  each j ~ I with j ~= i. 
Then A has a transversal i f  and only i f  the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1.3) For each finite set T C_ I - -  {i}, t T ] ~< ] A(T)I and 
(1.4) /f we set N*  -~ u{TI T C I -- {i}, T is finite and I T[ = [ A(T)I} 
then Ai --  A(N*)  is non-empty. 
Our objective here is to obtain necessary and sufficient conditions 
for a family with only finitely many infinite members to have a transversal. 
Our main result is 
THEOREM 1. Let A = {Ai}i~i be a family of  subsets o f  a set E. Suppose 
there is a set Io C I such that I --  Io is finite and Ai is finite for  each i e Io . 
Then A has a transversal i f  and only i f  the following condition is satisfied: 
(1.5) Let n be a non-negative integer and let J and K be sets such that 
K C J C_ I, A( J )  --  A(K)  is finite, and 1 J -  K l >/n + ] A( J)  --  A(K)j. 
Then there is a finite set S C_C_ K such that for  each set T with 
SC_T~K,  ]A(T)I ~n+lT / .  
Recently, Brualdi and Scrimger [1] obtained necessary and sufficient 
conditions for a family A = {A~}i~z to have a transversal when there is a 
set I0 _C I such that I -- Io is finite and lo has a transversal in A. Combining 
their result with the theorem of M. Hall yields the following: 
THEOREM (Brualdi and Scrimger). Let A ~- {Ai}i~1 be a family of  
subsets of  a set E. Let I o C_ I and suppose that I --  Io is finite and Ai is 
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finite for  each i ~ Io . Then A has a transversal i f  and only i f  the following 
conditions are satisfied: 
(1.6) For each finite set TCC_Io, I TI <~ [ A(T)I. 
(1.7) I f  F C E, let C(F) ~- {x ~ F I there is a finite set T C Io such that 
](A(T) c~ F) u {x}] ~ [ T ]}. (Note that by M. Hall's theorem, 
C(F) is the intersection of  all transversals of  Io in A that are contained 
in F with C(F) = F i f  there are no such transversals.) Let k be an 
integer with 1 <~ k <~ ] I - -  Io] and let i l ,  i2 ..... ik be distinct 
elements of I -- Io. Then for any distinct elements 
xil , xi~ ..... xik_~ e All W "" w Aik -- C(E) 
such that xij (~ C(E --  {xi~ ,..., xi~_~}) for  1 ~ j ~ k -- 1, the set 
A~ w . . .  v ~4i~ - -  {x i  1 ....  , x i~_)  - -  C (E  - -  {x~ .. . . .  x i~_) )  
is non-empty. 
I f  A ~ {A~)i j  is a family of subsets of a set E and if T is a finite subset 
o f / ,  then the difference ]A(T)] -- ] T] is always a well-defined object 
which may be either a cardinal number or a negative integer. M. Hall's 
theorem asserts that, if Ai is finite for each i E/, then A has a transversal 
if and only if the difference ] A(T)I --  I T I is non-negative for each finite 
T _C L It seems reasonable that a necessary and sufficient condition for an 
arbitrary family A ~ {Ai}i~1 to have a transversal would be 
"the difference ] A(T)r -- [ T [ is non-negative for every T C I "  
if one could find the proper meaning to attach to the phrase "[ A(T)E -- [ T[ 
is non-negative" when T is an infinite subset of L 
Thus, for example, if the family A has the property that ] A(T)[ >~ [ T [ 
for every finite T C land  [ A(T)[ > ] T[ for every infinite T_C L then it is 
not difficult to show that A has a transversal. However, this condition is 
not necessary for the existence of a transversal. 
The following result shows that the existence of a transversal of a family 
of sets with only countably many infinite members is equivalent o the 
existence of a function d that assigns a cardinal number to each subset 
of the index set and that has some of the properties to be expected of the 
"difference function" T-~ I A (T ) I -  IT [ .  This theorem cannot be 
regarded as giving necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence 
of a transversal since it merely transfers the problem of constructing a
transversal to the problem of constructing the function d. 
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Let A = {Ai}~l be a family of subsets of a set E. By a difference function 
for the family A we mean a function d from the subsets of I to the cardinal 
numbers which has the following properties: 
(1.8) d(~)  ~= O. 
(1.9) I f  K C J C__ I then d(J) + [ J - K I ~ d(K) + I A(J) -- A(K)[. 
(1.10) I f  K, J _C/ then 
d(K) -k d(J) ~ d(K u J) + d(K n J) + [A(K) n A( J ) -  A(K n J)l. 
(1.11) I f  n is a finite cardinal, if j is a family of subsets of I totally 
ordered by inclusion and such that d(K) ~ n for each K~ J ,  
and if J = ~Y f then d(J) ~ n. 
THEOREM 2. Let A ~- {Ai}i~x be a family of subsets of a set E. I f  A 
has a transversal then A has a difference function. Conversely, i f  A has a 
difference function and i f  there is a set Io C I such that I -- I o is countable 
and A~ is finite for each i ~ Io , then A has a transversal 
In Section 2 we show that any family of sets that has a transversal 
satisfies a slightly strengthened version of condition (1.5). Theorem 1 is 
proved in Section 3 and Theorem 2 is proved in Section 4. In Section 5 
we give two examples of families of sets that do not have transversals. 
The first example shows that (1.5) (or even the stronger condition (2.1)) 
does not guarantee the existence of a transversal of a countable family 
of subsets of a countable set if infinitely many members of the family are 
infinite. The second example shows that a family of sets with uncountably 
many infinite members need not have a transversal even though it has a 
difference function. 
2. THE NECESSITY OF THE CONDITION 
THEOREM 3. Let A = {Ai}i~ be a family of subsets of a set E. I f  A has 
a transversal then A satisfies: 
(2.1) Let n be a non-negative integer and let J and K be sets such that 
K C J C I, A( J ) - -  A(K) is finite and l J - -  K] ~ n + [ A(J) -- A(K)[. 
Then there is a set S C K such that [ S [ ~ n and i f  S C_ T C_ K then 
t A(T)I >~ n + I T J. 
Proof Let F be a transversal of A and let f be a 1-1 function from 
I onto F such that f( i)  ~ Ai for each i ~ L Let n be a non-negative integer 
and let K and J be sets such that K C J C I; A(J) -- A(K) is finite and 
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[ J - -  K[  ~ n § I A(J)  --  A(K)I. Now f ( J  -- K) C_ A(J  -- K) C_ A(J) and 
f is 1-1 so we have 
n + I A( J )  - -  A(K)]  <~ [ J - -K [  : [ f ( J  - -  K)l 
---- tf( J  -- K) o A(K)[ + I f ( J - -  K) n (A(J)--  A(K)) 
<~ If(J - K)  n A(K)I + I A(J) - A(K)I. 
Since A(J) -- A(K) is finite it follows that n <~ [f(J -- K) o A(K)I. Hence, 
there is a set X C__f(J -- K) o A(K) with I X [ ---- n. For each x c X there 
is an index ix c K such that x c A~.  Let S = {ix I x c X}. Then S __C K, 
[S I  ~< IX I  =nandXC-A(S) .Nowlet  Tbeasetw i thSCT__CK.  We 
have X C_ A(S) C A(T) and X o f (T )  C f ( J  -- K) o f (T )  -~ ,~ since f is 1-1 
and T_C K so XC A(T) - - f (T) .  Hence, 
n §  ----- [X I  § If(Z)l <~lA(Z) - - f (Z ) l  § If(Z)l = I A(T)I, 
as required. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Let A = {A~}~I be a family of subsets of a set E. Let I 0 __C I and suppose 
that 1 --  Io is finite and A~ is finite for each i ~ Io 9 I f  A has a transversal 
then (2.1) holds by Theorem 3 and hence (1.5) is satisfied. Now suppose 
that (1.5) is satisfied. 
Let ~ ---- {B _C E I if T_CIo and T i s  finite then [T I  ~ ]A(T ) - -B ]} .  
I f  Be~ let J (B )  = {T_Clol T is finite and I T I  = I A (T ) - -  BI}. Let 
K(B) = w J (B )  and let 
M(B)  = {i ~ X - -  Xo I A, c B u A(K(~) ) ) .  
LEMMA 3.1. ~ ~ M. I f  B ~ ~ and x ~ E -- A(K(B)) then B u {x} 6 ~.  
I f  ar C_ ~,  J is totally ordered by inclusion and B = u J then B ~ ~. I f  
B ~ ~ and B' C_ B then B' ~ ~. 
Proof. Suppose ~ r M. Then there is a finite set T C Io such that 
IT] > IA(T ) - -~] - - - -  [A(T)l. Taken----- 1, J---- T, andK= ~in(1 .5) .  
Then K C J C L A(J) -- A(K) = A(T) is finite because T is finite and A~ 
is finite for each i E T_C Io, and ] T] >~ 1 + I A(T)] ---- n + [ A(J) -- A(K)]. 
Hence, there is a finite set S _C K = q~ such that ] A(U)[ ~ 1 + [ U ] for 
each set U with S _C U _C K. Since S __C ~, S = ff so we may take U ---- ~. 
Hence, 0 = [ ~ [ = I A(~)[ ~ 1 + [ ~[  ---- 1. This is a contradiction so 
we must have ~ ~ ~.  
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Now let B ~ ~ and let x ~ E -- A(K(B)). Let T C I0 and suppose that 
T is finite. I f  T ~ ,if(B) then T C K(B) so A(T) C A(K(B)) and x ~ A(T). 
Hence [ A(T) - -  (B u {x))l ---- I A(T) - -  B t ~> I T[ since B~.  Now if 
TC J (B)  then ]A(T ) - -B I  ~ 1 -k iT [  so IA (T ) - - (BU{x}) I  ~> 
I A(T) - -  B [ - -  1 ~ I T [. Hence in either case I A(T) -- (B u {x})[ i> [ T[ 
so BW(x}E~.  
Now let J C ~,  let B = u j  and suppose that j is totally ordered 
by inclusion. Suppose that B r ~ .  Then there is a finite set T_C I0 such 
that I T [ > ] A(T) - -  B [. Since Tis finite and A~ is finite for each i ~ T_C I0, 
A(T) is finite. Hence, B n A(T) is finite. I f  B n A(T) is empty then 
IT] > ]A(T ) - -B I  = [A(T) - -  r ~ ITI  since ~ .  This is a 
contradiction so B n A(T) ~ r Let B n A(T) ---- {x~, x~ ..... x~}. For  
each i with 1 ~< i ~< n, x~ ~ B = u J  so there is a set B~ ~ ~ with x~ ~ B~. 
The sets B~, B~ ..... B~ are totally ordered by inclusion so there is an i 
with 1 ~< i ~ n such that B~ _C B~ for all j, 1 ~< j ~< n. Hence B n A(T) C__ B~ 
so/3 n A(T) C_ B~ n A(T) C_ ~ n A(T). Therefore, B~ c~ A(T) = B n A(T). 
Hence, since B~ ~ ~,  
I T t ~. I A (T )  - -  B i I -~- ] A (T )  - -  (B i ('~ A(T) ) I  = [ A(T)  - -  (B n A(T)) I  
= IA(T ) - -B I  <IT[ .  
This is a contradiction so B 6 ~.  Finally, let B ~ ~ and let B'  C B. I f  T is 
a finite subset of lo then I A(T) -- B' I >~ [ A(T) -- B [ >~ I T] since B ~ ~.  
Hence, B' ~ ~.  
LEMMA 3.2. Let B ~ gg. I f  I"I, T~ J (B )  then 7"1u T~ and 
Proof. Since B ~ ~ and T1 t_) T 2 and T~ n Tz are finite subsets of  Io 
we have ]A(T  l tAT~) -B I - IT luT  21 >~0 and 
I A(T1 c~ r~) -B  I -  I r~c~r2l >o. 
Now 
IA (zqu  T2) - -B I -  I Zqu  7~2[ + IA(VlC~ T2) - -B I -  I T~c~ T, I  
= I(A(Tx) - -  B) u (A(7"2) - -  B)I + I A(T~ c~ T~) - -  ~ l  - -  I T l l  - -  I T~I 
~< I(A(~'0 - -  B) u (A(7"~) - B)I 
+ I(A(T0 - -  B) c~ (A(T~) - -  B)I - -  I T~ I - -  I T~I 
= [A(Ta) - -B [ - - IT I [+ IA(T~) - -B[ - - IT2[  =0 
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since T1, T2 ~ t i (B).  Hence, 
[ A(Tl  w Tu) -- B I -- [ TI ~ Tz L = ] A(Tl  n T2) -- B I - ] z l  n Tz l = O 
so T1 w Tz and T1 n T~ ~ ti(B). 
LEMMA 3.3. Let B ~ ~.  Then I M(B)I ~ I B I. 
Proof. The set M(B) is a subset of the finite set I -- I o so M(B) is finite. 
Suppose [ M(B)[ > ] B I. Then B is finite and 
[ M(B)I > [B I  >~ I B - -  A(K(B))I so [ M(B)] --  I B - -  A(K(B))I 
is a positive integer. Take n = ] M(B)I -- I B -- A(K(B))[, K = K(B) and 
J = K(B) w M(B)  in (1.5). Then K C J ___ L Since Ai C B u A(K(B)) for 
each i e M(B),  
A( J )  -- A(K)  = A(M(B))  u A(K(B)) -- A(K(B)) 
C_ (B tA A(K(B)) -- A(K(B)) = B -- A(K(B)) 
so A(J)  -- A(K)  is finite. Furthermore, 
n + ]A(J)  --  A(K)I <~ n + ]B -- A(K(B))I 
- -  I M(B)I --  I B --  A(K(B))I § I B -- A(K(B))I 
= I M(B)I = I J - -  g l- 
Hence, there is a finite set S _C K = K(B) such that if S _C T C K then 
I A(T)I ~> n + I T I. Since S C K(B) = ut i (B ) ,  for each i ~ S there is a set 
Ti e t i (B)  with i ~ Ti . Let T = Ui~s Ti . Then S C__ T C K(B) = K. Since 
S is finite, it follows by induction from Lemma 3.2 that T ~ ti(B). Hence, 
I M(B)[ 4- I T[  = I B - -  A(K(B))I 4- n + [ T[  ~ [ B - -  A(K(B))I 4- [ A(T)] 
= I B - -  A(K(B))L 4- I A(T)  n B I 4- I A (T ) - -  B] 
= IB - -A (K(B) ) I  4 - IA (T )  RB I  4 - ]T I .  
Therefore, since T is finite, 
] M(B)I ~ [ B -- A(K(B))] 4- [ B ~ A(T)I. 
Now T C_ K(B) so B n A(T)  C B c~ A(K(B)). Hence, 
[ / (B ) [  ~ I B --  A(K(B))[ 4- ] B n A(T))  
<~ [ B -- A(K(B))I + t B n A(K(B))I = [ B 1. 
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This contradicts our assumption that ] M(B)[ > I B I. Hence, 
[ M(B)I ~ B I. 
The next two lemmas are known results. Lemma 3.4 follows from 
M. Hall's theorem and a theorem of  Brualdi and Scrimger [1] on exchange 
systems. Lemma 3.5 can be deduced from a theorem of Edmonds and 
Fulkerson [2] which asserts that the partial transversals of  a finite family 
of  subsets of  a finite set form the independent sets of  a matroid. Since the 
direct proofs of  Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 are almost as short as their derivations 
from the theorems mentioned above, we will prove them directly. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let S C E, let x ~ S and B C S. Suppose that S -- {x} ~ 
and B ~ ~.  Then either S ~ ~ or there is a y ~ S such that S -- { y} ~ 
and BC_S -- {y}. 
Proof. I f  xq~B then BCS- -{x}  and S - -{x}~ so the second 
possible conclusion holds with y = x. Now suppose that x ~ B. Let 
J = {CCS [ B__C C and C~}.  Then B~ J so J is non-empty. Let 
J0  be a non-empty subfamily of  J that is totally ordered by inclusion. 
Let C ---- tA J  0 . By Lemma 3.1, C ~ ~.  Since J0 is non-empty there is a 
CE J0C J  so B_CC_CC. Hence, Cc j  and CCC for every Co , t0 .  
By Zorn's lemma, J contains a maximal member C*. I f  C* = S then 
S = C*c~. I f ]  S - -  C* I = 1, let{y} ~- S - -  C*. Then B C_ C* = S - -{y}  
and S --  {y} --: C* c ~.  Finally suppose that 1 S -- C* [ ~ 2. Let Yl, 
Y2 c S --  C* with Yl :?6 Y.2 9 By the maximality of  C*, C* w {Yi} q~ J for 
i = 1 or 2. Now B C C* C C* u {Yi} so we must have C* u {Yi} ~ 
for i = 1 or 2. Hence, there are finite sets Ta, T2 C I 0 such that 
IA (T~) - - (C*u{Y~}) I  < I Ti[ for i=  1 or 2. 
Since C* c M we have, for i = 1 or 2, 
I Ti I > I A (T3  - -  (C* u (Yi))l = I A(T;)  - -  C*  I - -  I A (T3  n {Y,)I 
[ Ti I - -  ] A (Z i )  n {y,}[. 
Hence, Y ieA(T i )  and IA (T i ) - -  C*l  = IT i l  so T ie ] (C* ) .  By 
Lemma 3.2, T 1UT 2e j (C* )  so IA (T lwT~) - -C* ]  = IT lwT  21 and 
{Yl, Y2} C A(T1) kd A(T2) = A(T  1 U T~). Now x E C* so 
(C*  - -  {x}) u {Y l ,  Y2} _C S - -  {x}. 
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Since S --  {x} ~ M, by Lemma 3.1, (C* --  {x}) u { Yl, Y~} ~ N. Therefore, 
I T1 u T 2 [ <~ A(T1 u T2) - -  ( (C*  - -  {x}) • {Yl, Y2})] 
= A(T  1 w T2) -- (C* -- {x})l - -  [ A(T1 u T2) t'3 {Yl, Y2}[ 
= A(T  1UT2) -  C* l  q- EA(TxUT2)  c3{x) ] - -2  
<~ TI W T2 I § I -- 2 = I T1u  T2 [ - -1 .  
This is a contradiction. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let T be a finite subset o f  I and let i ~ T. I f  B, C C_ E, B is 
a transversal o f  T -- {i} in A and C is a transversal o f  T in A, then there is 
an x e C -- B such that B w {x} is a transversal o f  T in A. 
Proof  Let fbe  a 1-1 function f rom T --  {i} onto B such that f ( j )  ~ A~- 
fo r j  ~ T --  {i} and let g be a 1-1 function from T onto C such that g(j)  ~ A t 
for each j E T. Consider all finite sequences ix, i2 ..... in of elements of T 
such that 
(3.1) h = iand  
(3.2) for 1 ~ j ~ n --  l, ij+l 5 z(= i andf ( i j+0 = g(ij). 
Suppose there are integers j and k such that 1 ~<j<k ~<n and 
i~- = ik. Choose such a pair j, k w i th j  as small as possible. Now ix = i =/= ik 
for 1 < k ~< n by (3.2) so j  > 1. By (3.2), g(ij_l) = f(i~) ~- f( ik) = g(ik-1). 
Since g is 1-1, t'j_~ = ik-x. Hence, j -  1 and k --  1 are integers with 
1 ~<j - -1  <k- -1  ~<n and i;_x = ik_ l .  This contradicts the mini- 
mality of j .  Therefore, any sequence of elements of  T satisfying (3.1) and 
(3.2) also satisfies 
(3.3) i j :7~ik for l  <~j<k<~n.  
The sequence consisting of the single term i satisfies (3.1) and (3.2). 
By (3.3), any sequence of elements of T satisfying (3.1) and (3.2) has 
distinct terms. Since T is finite, there is a longest sequence ix, i2 ..... in 
of elements of T satisfying (3.1) and (3.2). 
Suppose g(i~) ~ B. Since f is onto B there is a j ~ T --  {i} such that 
f ( j )  = g(i,). Then ix, is ,..., i,~, j is a sequence of elements of T satisfying 
(3.1) and (3.2) which is longer than i l ,  i2 ,..., in. This is a contradiction 
so g(i,) ~ B. Therefore g(i,) ~ C -- B. Let x = g(i,). Define a function h 
on T as follows: 
fg(j ) i f j  = ik for some k with 1 ~< k ~< n, 
h(j) = ~ f ( j )  if j ~ T -  {ix, i2 ..... in}. 
Clearly, h(j) ~ A t for each j ~ T and it is trivial to verify that h is a 1-1 
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function from T onto B to {x}. Hence, B to {x} is the required transversal 
of T. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let T C_ I -  Io. There is a set B ~ ~ such that B is a 
transversal o f  T in A. 
Proof. Since I - -  I 0 is finite, we may argue by induction on { T f. First 
suppose J T{ = 1 and let {i} = T. By Lemma 3.1, ~b E ~.  By Lemma 3.3, 
{ M(r ~ { r I = 0 so i • M(~). Hence there is an x ~ Ai --  (r  u A(K(r 
By Lemma 3.1, {x} = {x} u r ~ ~.  Hence, we may take B = {x}. 
Now let IT ]  > 1 and suppose that the lemma is true for all sets 
T 'C I - - Io  with IT '{  < {TI.  Let i6  T and let X be a transversal of  
T - -{ i}  in A with X~.  I f  i CM(X) ,  then there is an element 
x ~ Ai -- (X  w A(K(X))). Clearly X va {x} is a transversal of  T and 
X vo {x} ~ ~ by Lemma 3.1. Now suppose that i ~ M(X) .  Since X is a 
transversal of  T -- {i} in A, 
{ T f > { T - -{ i} l  = {X{ > { M(X)I 
by Lemma 3.3. Hence, there is a j e T with j (~ M(X) .  Then j :~ i since 
i ~ M(X) .  Let fbe  a 1-1 function from T -  {i} onto X so that f (k )E  Ak 
for each k e T --  {i}. Let xi = f ( j ) .  Then Xl e Aj and xl e X. Sincej CM(X) 
there is an element x= E Aj --  (X  vo A(K(X)). Now x2 :A xl since xl e X. 
Let B ----- X -  {Xl}. Then B is a transversal of  T-  {i,j} and B e ~ by 
Lemma 3.1. Furthermore, B to {xl, x2} = X vo {x2} e ~ by Lemma 3.1. 
By the inductive assumption, there is a C e ~ such that C is a transversal 
of T --  {j). 
We have now constructed objects i, j, x l ,  x~, B and C satisfying 
(3.4) i , j~Tand i~ j ,  
(3.5) B, C _C E, B is a transversal of  T --  {i, j} in A and C is a transversal 
of  T - -  {j) in A, 
(3.6) Xl, x2 ~ A~- --  B and xl ~ x2, and 
(3.7) BU{xx ,x2)~andC~.  
Now choose i, j, x l ,  x2, B and C satisfying (3.4)-(3.7) and with [ B n C { 
maximal. This is possible since {B n C I is bounded above by 
{ B { = { T - -  {i,j}l = ] T[ --  2 which is a fixed finite cardinal. 
By (3.5) and Lemma 3.5 there is an element z ~ C -- B such that B u {z} 
is a transversal of  T --  {j} in A. We distinguish two cases: 
Case 1. Bw{x l ,x2 ,z}~.  By (3 .6 ) ,x~x2soxk~zfork= 1 
or 2. Hence, by (3.6), xk ~ Aj --  (B to {z}). Since B w (z} is a transversal of  
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T -- {j} in A, B u {z, xk} is a transversal of  T in A. Furthermore, since 
B ~ {z, x~} _C B <_) {x~, x~, z} e ~,  B t) {z, x~} e ~ by Lemma 3.1. 
Case 2. B <) {xl ,  x2, z} ~ ~.  By (3.7) B w {xl,  x2, z} :~ B u {xl, x2} 
so z}{x l ,  x2} u B. Let S : B <) {x~,x2, z}. Then zeS  and S - -  {z} = 
B u {xl, x2} e M by (3.7). Now (B n C) w {z} C C and C e N by (3.7) so 
(Bm C) u {z} ~ ~.  Now (B c~ C) w (z} _C S and S ~ M so by Lemma 3.4 
there is a y e S such that S --  {y} e ~ and (B c~ C) u {z} _C S --  {y}. 
Suppose that y e B --  C. Let B' : (B w {z}) --  {y}. Since B u {z} is 
a transversal of  T - -{ j}  in A there is an i ' e  T - -{ j}  such that 
B' = (B u {z}) - -{y}  is a transversal of T-  {i',j}. Since z q! {Xl, x2} it 
follows from (3.6) that Xa, x~ e Aj -- (B w {z}) _C Aj -- B'. Furthermore, 
B' = (B  u {z}) - -  { y}  { (B  w {x~,  x2 ,  z} - -  { y} = S - -  { y}  
so B' e ~ by Lemma 3.1. Hence, the objects 
Conditions (3.4)-(3.7). However, since z e C 
B' n C = ( (B  u {z}) - -  { y}) c~ C = (B  u 
i', j, x l ,  x2, B' and C satisfy 
- -BandyeB- -C ,  
{z}) n c = (B n c )  u {z} 
so / B' c~ C I = I B c~ C I q- 1 > I B n C I- This is a contradiction. Hence, 
yCB- -C .  
Now y r (B c~ C) u {z} since (B ~ C) t) {z} _C S - -  { y} so 
y ~ s - ((B - -  C) • (B c~ C) u {z)) = (B u {xi ,  x~, z)) - -  (B u {z)) 
= {x l ,  x~}. 
By (3.6), xl=/=x2 so {xl ,x2}--{yJ - - - -{xk} for k= 1 or 2. Hence, 
Bu{x~,z}=S- -{y}e~3 ~. Now xk~Aj  and xkCB by (3.6); xk : /=z  
since z q~ {Xl, x2} w B. Therefore, since B u {z} is a transversal of  T -- {j} 
in A, B w {x~, z} is the required transversal of  T in A. 
By Lemma 3.6 with T ---- I - -  I0, there is a set B e ~ such that B is a 
transversal of  I -  I 0 in A. For  each i ~ I0, let A(  ~-- Ai - -  B. Then 
A' ---- {Ai'}~Zo is a family o f  finite subsets of  the set E -- B. I f  T is a finite 
subset of  I 0 , then, since B ~ ~,  I A'(T)[ ---- I A(T)  -- B f >~ [ T f. Hence, 
by M. Hall's theorem, the family A' has a transversal F C E --  B. Le t fbe  
a 1-1 function from I0 onto F wi thf ( i )  e Ai' C_ Ai for each i e I 0 and let g 
be a 1-1 function from I - -  I0 onto B with g(i) e Ai for each i e I --  I0. 
Define a function h on I by 
h(i) = t f( i) if i ~ I0, 
Ig(i) if i ~ I --  I 0 . 
Then h( i )eA i  for each ieL  The function h is 1-1 because f and 
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g are 1-1 and the range of f is disjoint from the range of g. 
Finally, h(I) = f(Io) u g(I  -- Io) = F u B so F u B is a transversal of A. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
Let A = {A~}i~1 be a family of subsets of a set E. Suppose there is a 
set F_C E that is a transversal of A. Le t fbe  a 1-1 function from I onto F 
such thatf ( i )  ~ Ai for each i e L Define a function d from the subsets of I 
to the cardinal numbers by d(J) = 1A(J) - - f ( J ) l  foreach JC_L Sincef  
is 1-1, I f ( J ) l  = [ J [ for each J _C L Sincef(i) ~ Ai for each i ~ L f ( J )  c_ A( J )  
for each J__C L 
Now d(~) = [ A(q~)--f(~)j  = 141 = 0. If K C_ J C_ I then 
d(J) q- I J - -  KI  = I A ( J ) - - f ( J ) l  q- l f (  J -  K)I = [A ( J ) - - f (K ) [  
= I(A(J) -- A(K)) u (A(K) - - f (K)) l  
= [A(J) --  A(K)[ -k I A(K) - - f (K ) l  
= d(K) -~ I A(J)  -- A(K)I. 
I f  K, J__C I then 
d(J u K) ~- d(J ~ K) + ] A(J) n A(K)  -- A( J  ~ K)] 
= I A ( JU  K) - - f ( Ju  K)I -~- [A ( J~  K) - - f ( Jn  K)[ 
q- I A(J)  ~ A(K)  -- A( J  n K)I 
= I A(J)  u A(K) -- ( f ( J )  uf (K) ) [  + [(A(J) n A(K)) 
--  ( f (S )  C~U(K))I 
= I A(J) - - f ( J ) l  q- I A(K) - - f (K ) l  = d(J) -~ d(K). 
Note that the next to the last equality above is a non-trivial assertion. 
However, its verification is a routine exercise in Boolean algebra which 
we leave to the reader. 
Finally, suppose that n is a finite cardinal, let J be a family of subsets 
of I that is totally ordered by inclusion, let J = U J ,  and suppose that 
d(K) ~ n for each K~ J .  I f  I A(J)  - - f ( J ) l  = d(J) > n then there are 
distinct elements x l ,  xz ..... xn+l c A(J) - - f ( J ) .  Now 
= A (U  = u A(K) 
Ke,,r K~fi" 
so for each integer k with 1 ~< k ~< n + 1 there is a set Kk~ J with 
xk ~ A(KD. Since j is totally ordered by inclusion there is a k with 
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1 ~< k ~ n -4- 1 such that K~. _C Kk for each j with 1 ~< j ~ n -t- 1. Hence, 
xr162 for 1 ~<j~<n-k  1. Now Kk_CJ so f(K~)C_f(J). 
Since x~ q~ f (J) for 1 <~ j <~ n q- 1, xj q~ f (Kk) for 1 ~< j ~< n § 1. There- 
fore, 
SO 
{xx, x2 ..... xn+~} __C_ A(Kk) -- f(K~) 
nq-  1 = [{Xl .... ,xn+x}[ ~< [A(Kk)--f(Kk)l =d(K~) <~n. 
This is a contradiction. Hence, d(J) <~ n. 
This proves that d is a difference function for the family A. Note that 
we have actually shown that d satisfies (1.9) and (1.10) with equality 
rather than inequality. 
Now suppose that there is a set 10 _C I such that I -- I0 is countable and 
A~ is finite for each i E lo. Let d be a difference function for the family A. 
Since I -- lo is countable, there is a sequence {T,} of subsets of 1 -  lo 
indexed by the non-negative integers and having the following properties: 
(4.1) T0 = ~b. 
(4.2) For each integer n ~> 0, Tn _C Tn+l and j T,+a -- Tn I ~< 1. 
(4.3) 1 - -1o= 6 T , .  
n=0 
We will construct a sequence {Bn) of subsets of E and a sequence {fn} of 
functions with the following properties: For each integer n >/0, 
(4.4) f~ is a 1-1 function from T, onto B, such that f~(i)e Ai for 
each i ~ T, ,  
(4.5) if K _C I -- T, then [ A(K) n B, ] ~< d(K), and 
(4.6) Bn C B,+I andf,( i)  = fn+l(i) for each i ~ T, .  
We proceed by induction. Let B0 ----- r and let f0 be the empty function. 
Now let m be a positive integer and suppose that for each integer n with 
0 ~< n < m we have constructed a set B, and a function f ,  so that (4.4) 
and (4.5) hold for 0 ~< n < m and (4.6) holds for 0 ~< n < m -- 1. If 
T,~ = Tin_l, set Bm= B~_I and f~ =f in-1.  Now suppose that 
T,, 3& Tm_l. Then by (4.2) there is an i~ I -  Io -  T,~_I such that 
T,~ = T~-I U {i}. 
Let J ---- {K _C I -- T,~ I ] A(K) n Bm_~ [ ----- d(K)}. 
LEMMA 4.1. I f  K, J e J then K u J, K ~ J ~ J .  
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Proof  We have K, J C_ I --  Tm so K U J, K A J C_ I --  Tm C_ I --  Tin-1. 
By (4.5) and (1.10) we have 
a(K u J) + a(K c~ J) + I A(K) c~ A(J) -- A(K n J)l 
~< a(K) + a(S) 
= [ A(K) c~ B~_x [ q- I A(J) ch B.,_I I 
= I (A(K) U A(J)) fh Bin_ 1 [ -}- I (A(K) 0 A(J)) 0 Bin_ 1 I 
= [ A (K  u J) n B~_~ I -k I A(K ch J) n Bm_~ I 
-~ [(A(K) n A(J) -- A(K n J)) ~ Bm_I l 
<~ d(K t.) J) + d(K ch J) + [(A(K) c~ A(J) -- A(K c3 J)) o B,n-1 I 
<~ d(K L) J) q- d(K n J) -b- ] A(K) n A(J) -- A(K c3 J)[. 
Hence, equality holds throughout. Now by (4.4) and (4.2) [Bm-l l  = 
[ Tin-1 [ ~< m --  1 so (A(K) n A( J )  --  A (K  n J)) n B~_~ is finite. Hence, 
[ A (K  k) J) ("1 Bin_ 1 I -~- [ A (K  ("1 J) ~ Bin_ 1 I = d(K ~.1 J)  51- d (K  n J). 
Therefore, by (4.5) and the fact that Bm_~ is finite, 
I A (K  u J)  n B~-~ I = d(K u J)  and [A(Kn J )  nBm_ l l  = d(K n J) 
so K~)  J, Kc~J~ J .  
LEMMA 4.2. There is a set K ~ J such that L C K for  each L ~ J .  
Proof  We have I A(~) ch B,,,_I 1 = J ~ n B,~_ 1 I -= 0 = d(~) so ~ ~ or 
Hence, J is non-empty. Let J0  be a non-empty subfamliy of J that is 
totally ordered by inclusion. Let J = U J0 -  For  each K e Jo ,  
d(K) = I A(K)  n B,~_~ I <~ I A( J)  n Bm_~ 1. 
Now I A(J )  ch B,~-I I is a finite cardinal since I Bin-1 [ ~< m --  1. Hence, 
by (1.11), d(J) ~ [A(J)c~B,~_I r. Now JC1 - -  Tm C1- -  Tm_l since 
K C_C_ I - -  Tm for each K~ J0 -  Hence, by (4.5), d(J) = IA (J) n Bm-l l so 
J ~ J .  Furthermore, K C J for each K ~ J0 .  By Zorn's lemma, j contains 
a maximal element K. Let L~ J .  By Lemma 4.1, Ku  L E J .  Now 
K C K u L so, by the maximality of K, K - -  K u L so L C K. 
Suppose that Ai C B,n_~ u A(K)  where K is the set in Lemma 4.2. 
Let J=  Kw{i}.  Then A( J ) - -A (K)CBm_I .  Now K_C I - -T , ,=  
I - -  T~_ 1 -- {i} so i ~ K and 
J = K u {i} C ( I  - -  T~_ 1 -- {i}) u {i} = I - -  Tin-1. 
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Hence, by (4.5) and (1.9) 
I A(J) n Bm-t l -~- 1 ~ d(J) %- I J - -K ]  
~-~ d(K) + i A(J)  -- A(K)I 
= I A(K) n B~_~ I + [(A(J) --  A(K)) n B~_ 1 
= ] A(J) n Bin-1 [. 
This is a contradiction since IA( J )  nBm- l l  ~ IB , , - l l  ~m- -  1 is a 
finite cardinal. Hence, there is an x eA i -  (B~_I u A(K)). Let 
g m = Bin_ 1 U {X}. Define a functionf, ,  on Tm by 
f~( j )  = I fm- l ( j )  i f j e  Tin_l, 
i f j  = i. 
Let y c Bm = Bm_~ ~J {x}. I f  y = x then y = f,~(i). I f  y e Bm-a then 
Y = fm- l ( j )=  f,~(j) for some j e Tin-1 _C Tin. Hence, fm is a function 
from Tm onto B,~. Furthermore, f~ is 1-1 because fro-1 is 1-1 and 
f ( i )  = x r Bin-1 which is the range of fm_ l .  Clearly, fro(J)e Aj for each 
j e Tm so fro and B,~ satisfy (4.4). 
Now let J C I - -  Tin. I f  J e J ,  then by Lemma 2, J C K so A(J)  C_ A(K)  
and x ~ A(J). Therefore, I A(J)  n B,n ] = I A(J)  n B in_  1 ] ~ d( J ) .  Now 
suppose J q~J.  We have J C_1-- Tm so we must have d( J )~ 
I A(J)  n B,~_ 1 I. Hence, by (4.5), 
d(J) ~ 1 -~ I A(J)  N Bm-1] ~ IA( J )  nBml .  
Therefore, fro and B,, satisfy (4.5). 
Finally, Bm_l _C Bm_l u {x} = B~ andfm_l(j) = fro(j) for eachj  ~ T,~_ 1 . 
Hence, (4.6) holds for n = m --  1. 
We have now constructed a set B~ _C E and a function f~ for each n with 
0 ~ n < m + 1. Conditions (4.4) and (4.5) hold for 0 ~ n < m + 1 and 
(4.5) is satisfied for 0 ~< n < m. By induction, the desired sequences (B,} 
and {f,} exist. 
Let B = U~o B~. Let i~ I - -  I 0 . By (4.3) there is an integer n ~ 0 
such that i ~ T~. Let f ( i )  = f~(i). By (4.6) , f is  a well-defined function on 
I --  I0. By (4.4),f(i) ~ A~ andf ( i )  ~ B for each i E I --  I 0 . Let i , j  ~ I -- Io 
and suppose thatf ( i )  ---- f ( j ) .  By (4.3) there are integers n, m ~ 0 such that 
i~T~ and j~Tm.  Suppose n ~m.  Then j~Tm_CT,  by (4.2) so 
fn( j)  = f ( j )  = f ( i )  = f,(i). By (4.4), i = j. Hence, f is a 1-1 function 
from I --  I0 to B. I f  x c B then x ~ B~ for some integer n ~ 0. By (4.4), 
there is a j  ~ T~ such that f , ( j )  ~-- x. Hence, f (j) = f~(j) ---- x so f i s  onto. 
Therefore, B is a transversal of  I - -  I0 in A. 
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For each i ~ I o let A{ = A~ -- B. Then the family ` 4' ---- {A{}~10 is a 
family of  finite subsets of the set E --  B. Let T be a finite subset of  I 0 . For 
each i ~ T C I0, A, is finite so .4(T) is finite. Hence A(T)  (3 B is a finite 
subset of  B. Now B ----- Un~ B, is the union of  an increasing sequence of 
sets {B,} so for some nonnegative integer n, B c3 .4(T) ~- B,  r3 .4(T). 
Now TC_Io C_I -- T, so by (1.8), (1.9), and (4.5) we have 
I A (T )n  Bn I + I TI <~ d(T) + I T - -  (~ I ~ d(gO + l A(T) I `4(cfi)l 
= I A(T) I  = I .4(Z)  I B I + I A(T) n B I = I .4 ' (T) I  + I .4(Z)  ng .  I- 
By (4.2) and (4.4), t A(T) c~ B, I ~< I Bnl = ] Tn I ~< n which is a finite 
cardinal. Hence, I T I ~ ] ` 4'(T)]. By Marshall Hall 's theorem there is 
a set F__C E --  B such that F is a transversal of  A'. As in the proof  of  
Theorem 1, B a F is a transversal of  ` 4. 
5. EXAMPLES 
EXAMPLE I. Let N denote the non-negative integers and let N + denote 
the positive integers. Set E = N + x N and set I ---- (N + x N +) ~ N. For 
each ( i , j )~N + X N + let At~,~)----{( i ,k) lk~N, 0 ~<k~<j}.  For each 
i ~ N + let .44 ---- {i} x N. Let A0 = E. 
PROPOSITION 5. l. The family .4 does not have a transversal. 
Proof  Suppose A has a transversal. Then there is a 1-1 function f
from I into E such that f (~)~ As for each oL ~ L Let f (0)  ~-- ( i , j )~  Ao = 
N + • N. Now iEN + so f ( i )~`4 i  ={ i}  X N. Therefore, f ( i ) -~  ( i ,k)  
for some k e N. Let m = max(j, k). Now i ~/: 0 since i ~ N + so 
(i, k) =/ ( i )  ~f (0 )  = (i,j). Hence j  ~ k so m > 0. Let 
S = {i} x {1, 2,..., m}. 
Then A(S) -~ {i} x {0, 1, 2,..., m}. Now f(0)  = ( i , j)  ~ A(S), f ( i )  = 
(i, k) ~ A(S) and f (S )  C A(S). Sincef i s  1-1, 
m+2- - - - -  [So{0 ,  i}j = I f (Sw{O, i} ) l  ~ ]A(S)I =m+ 1. 
This is a contradiction. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let ~ ~ L Then E is a transversal o f  I -- {~} in A. 
582/9/2-8 
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Proof. First suppose a = 0. Define a function f on I - -{0}  by 
f ( i )  = (i, 0) for i t  N + and f ( i , j )  = (i, j) for ( i , j )~ N + • N +. Then f is 
a 1-1 function from I -- {0} onto E withf(f i)  E As for each /3 ~ 1 --  {0}. 
Now suppose ~ =/= 0. Define a function g on I - -  {~} by g(0) = f (~)  and 
g(fi) = f( f i )  for fi E I -- {0, ~}. Then g is a 1-1 function from I --  {~} 
onto E and g(fi) e As for each fi ~ I - -  {~}. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. The family A satisfies condition (2.1). 
Proof. Let n be a nonnegative integer and let K and J be sets such that 
KC_JC_L A( J )  -- A(K)  is finite, and I J - -  g l  >~ n -4- I A(J) --  A(K)I. 
First suppose that J 5& L Then there is an ~ ~ I such that J C 1 --  {~}. 
By Proposition 5.2, the family {AB}Ba_(~ } has a transversal. Hence, by 
Theorem 3, there is a se ts  C Ksuch that I S I ~< n and [ A(T)I >~ n -F I T[ 
for every set T with S _ T _C K. 
Now suppose J = L If  n -~ 0 take S = ~. Then I S[  % 0. Let T be 
a set with S_T_CK.  I f  0eT  then A(T)= E so IA (T ) I=  [E l  = 
I I1 >~ [ T[ = 0 q- [ T 1- Now suppose 0 q~ T. By Proposition 5.2, there 
is a 1--1 function f from I -  {0} onto E such that f (~)E  As for each 
e I --  {0}. Since T C I --  {0}, f (T )  C_ A(T).  Since f is 1--1, 0 q- [ T [ = 
If(T)] ~ [ A(T)t. 
FinallY, suppose that J = I and n > 0. I f  there is an i e K with i e N, 
take S={i} .  Then IS[  = 1 ~<n. I f  T i s  a set with S_CT_CK then 
{ A(T)] >~ [ A i [ = 1I 0 = n + go = n + [ I1 ~> n + [ T 1. Now suppose 
that K__C N + • N +. Since E -- A(K)  = A(I)  -- A(K)  = A(J)  -- A(K)  is 
finite, for each i eN  + there is a j~N such that ( i , j ) cA(K) .  Now 
K _C N+ • N + and A(i.~) = {(i, k) I k e N, 0 <~ k <~ j} for (i,j) ~ N + • N + 
so this implies that for each i E N + there is a j e N + such that ( i , j )~ K. 
Choose elements J l ,  Je ..... jn ~ N + so that (i, Ji) ~ K for 1 ~< i ~< n. Let 
S={( i ,  j i ) [1  ~i<~n}.Then lS I  =n.  Wehave  
{(1, 0), (2, 0),..., (n, 0)} C A(S) --  I 
so I A(S) -- I l >~ n. Let T be a set with S C T C K. Since T C K _C N + • N +, 
T C_C_ A(T). Therefore, 
[A(T)I = I Tt + IA(T) - -  T[ >~ [ Ti + IA(S) - -  T[ 
>~[T I+IA(S) - - I ]  ~ lT l - l -n .  
EXAMPLE II. Recall that, if ~ is an ordinal number, then card(a) is the 
cardinal number of  the set 
{/31 fi is an ordinal number and/3 < a}. 
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Let a be the least ordinal number such that card(a) > N o . Let 
I '  = {/3 I fl is an ordinal number and fl < a}. 
Let S be a countably infinite set that is disjoint from I ' .  Let E '  = I '  u S. 
For each /3 E I '  let A~' = S w {7 c I '  I 7 </3}. Then A' = {A~'}~d, is a 
family of  subsets of the set E'.  
PROPOSITION 5.4. Let T be a subset of I'. Then T is countable if  and 
only if  there is a fl ~ 1' such that/3 > 7 for every y ~ T. 
Proof. First suppose that there is a/3 ~ I '  such that/3 > y for every 
y ~ T. Then T C {y I 7 is an ordinal number and y </3}. Now/3 < o~ and 
is the least ordinal with card(o 0 > 1%. Hence, I T[  ~< card(/3) ~< N o so T 
is countable. 
Now suppose that Tis countable. For each/3 e Tlet X B = {y ~ I ' ]  y ~</3}. 
Then 
[X~I = 1 + I{yE I ' I7  </3}] = l-}-card(/3) ~< 1-}-110, 
so Xe is countable for each/3 ~ T. Since Tis countable, the set X = UB~r Xo 
is countable. Hence, t 1' I = card(a) > 1% ~> ] X [ so there is a/3 ~ I '  - -  JL 
Let y ~ T. Now/3 ~ I '  and/3 r X~ = {8 ~ I '  1 8 ~ y}. Hence,/3 > 7. 
PROPOSITION 5.5. The family A' does not have a transversal. 
Proof Suppose A'  has a transversal. Then there is a 1-1 funct ion f  
from I '  into E '  such thatf(f l )  ~ A~' for each/3 ~ I ' .  Define a sequence {X,} 
of  subsets of  I '  indexed by the nonnegative integers as follows: X 0 ---- 4; 
if n > 0 then 
X,~ = {/3 ~ I '  I there is a y ~ I '  with t3 ~ y andf (y )  ~ S u Xn-a}- 
LEMMA 5.6. For each non-negative integer n, X ,  is countable. 
Proof Suppose the lemma is false. Then there is a smallest non-negative 
integer n such that J(, is uncountable. We have X o = q~ which is countable 
so n > 0 and X,_I is countable. Hence, S w X,_l is countable. Let 
Y =- {/3@1' If(/3) ~ S u X,~_I}. 
Since f is 1-1, I YI ~< IS  u Xn-a t so Yis countable. By Proposition 5.4, 
there is a fl ~ I '  such that/3 > 7 for every y ~ Y. Let y ~ Xn 9 Then there is a 
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~ I '  such that y ~< 8 and f (~)  ~ S u X~_ 1 . Hence, 3 e Y so/3 > ~ ~> y. 
Therefore, 13 > y for every ~ e X~. By Proposit ion 5.4, X~ is countable. 
This contradicts our assumption that the lemma is false. 
Let X = Un~0 X~. By Lemma 5.6, X is a countable union of countable 
sets so X is countable. By Proposit ion 5.4, the set 
J = {/3 e I '  I/3 > 7 for every 7 e X} 
is non-empty. Let 13 be the least member of  J. Then/3 q! X since/3 > y for 
~,eX.  
We have f(/3) ~ A B' = S u {y e I '  I y </3}. I f  f(/3) e S then/3 <~ 13 and 
f(/3) ~ S u Xo so/3 e X1 _C X. This is impossible. Hence, 
f(/3) ~{y~I '  I ~ </3}. 
Now f(/3) </3  and/3 is the least member of J so f(/3) 6 J. Since f(/3) e I' 
there must be a V ~ X such that f(/3) <~ y. Since X ~ U,~0 x,~, there is a 
non-negative integer n such that y e Xn 9 Now X0 = q~ so n > 0. Hence, 
there is a 3 e I '  such that ), ~< 3 andf (~)  e S u Xn-1. Now f(/3) ~< y ~< 
so we also have f(/3) e X~,. Hence, /3 ~</3 and f(/3) e X~ C S k) X, so 
/3 e X,+ 1 _C X. This contradicts our assumption that A' has a transversal, 
For  each set J_C I ' ,  let d(J) = I A'(J)I. 
PROPOSITION 5.7. The function d is a difference function for the family 
A t" 
Proof. d(d?) ~- I A'(~)I = [ ~1 = 0 so (1.8) holds. To verify (1.9) we 
need the following: 
LEMMA 5.8. For each set JC I ' ,  [ A'(J)I + I J I  ~ I A'(J)I. 
Proof. First suppose that J is countable. I f  J = ~ then 
I A'(J)I + I J I = I A'(J)I + I ~ I = I A'(J)t. 
On the other hand, if J =/= ~ then S _C A'( J )  so I A'(J)l is a transfinite 
cardinal. Since J is countable, [ J I + 11 =- 11 for any transfinite cardinal 11. 
In particular, f J L + [ A'(J)[ = I A'(J)I. 
Now suppose that J is uncountable. We have chosen a to be the least 
ordinal number with card(a) > 110 so we must have card(a) = 111. Since J 
is an uncountable subset of  I ' ,  11o < I J I ~< I I '  t = card(a) = 111 9 Hence, 
I J [  = 1r I f  A( J)  is countable then by Proposit ion 5.4 there is a/3 ~ I '  
such that/3 > 7 for each 7 e A(J) N I'. Now/3 + 1 ~ I '  and J is uncount- 
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able so by the converse of Proposit ion 5.4 there is a ~ ~ J such that 
>~/3 q- 1. Hence/3 </3  + 1 ~< 7 so/3 ~ A~, C A(J). We also have/3 E I '  
so fl ~ A( J )n  I '  but it is not true that /3 >/3 .  This contradicts the 
assumption that A(J) is countable. Hence, 
No < I A(J)I ~ ] E I = I S I + I I ' l  = N0 -k card ~ = N0 + ~1 = }~1 
so [ A(J)/ = ~i .  Therefore, 
I J I  + I A(J)I = ~ + Ni = N~ = I A(J)I. 
Let K__C JC  I ' .  By Lemma 5.8, 
d( J ) -k  J J - -  K I = J A'(J)J + I J - -  K J <~ I A'(J)I -k I J I  = l A'(J)l 
= [ A'(K)]  + I A ' ( J )  -- A'(K)I  
= a(K)  + I x ' ( J )  - A ' ( /OI .  
Therefore, (1.9) holds. 
Now let K, J__C I ' .  Then 
d(K) + d(J) = [ A'(K)I -}- I A'(J)I = I A'(K) u A'(J)] + [ A'(K) n a' ( J ) [  
= [A' (KwJ) I -}-  I A ' (gn J ) l  + [A ' (K )nA ' ( J ) - -  A ' (Kn J ) [  
= a(K u j )  + d(K c~ J) + I A'(K) n 4'(])  -- A'(~: c~ J)l 
so (1.10) is satisfied. 
Finally, let n be a finite cardinal, let J be a family of subsets of  I '  such 
that d(K) <~ n for each K ~ of and let J = U J -  Now if K C I '  and K =/: q~ 
then S C A'(K) so d(K) = [ A'(K)I ~ I S I = Ro > n. Hence, K = ~ for 
each K~ J .  Therefore J = ~ so d(J) = [ A'(~)I = [ cfi [ = 0 <~ n. Hence, 
(I.11) holds. 
The theorems of  Phillip Hall and Marshall Hall can be combined to give 
the following assertion: 
(*) Let A = {Ai}~z be a family of subsets of a set E. I f  Ai is finite for 
each i E I then A has a transversal if and only if every finite set T_C I 
has a transversal in A. 
Example I I  shows that the statement obtained from (*) by replacing the 
word "finite" by the word "countable" is false. Indeed, i f /3 e I' then 
J As' J = 1 S1 -/- card(fl) ~< 1% § l% = l% so A B' is countable for each 
/3 c I ' .  Furthermore, if J i s  a countable subset of  I '  then, since S is countably 
infinite, there is a set B _C S and a 1-1 funct ion f f rom J onto B. For  each 
fl ~ J, f (/3) ~ B C S C Ate' so B is a transversal of  J. 
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